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HTML5 and CSS3
Proposal for Adoption

This document describes HTML5 and CSS3 in brief detail and provides a rationale for adopting HTML5 and CSS3 for application design sooner rather than later.
What?
HTML5 is the next revision of the HyperText Markup Language (HTML).  HTML is the code that makes the web work. HTML5 is already being implemented – to varying degrees - by major web browser vendors http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_layout_engines_%28HTML5%29.  While the specification is classified as a working draft by the World Wide Web Consortium, many elements are already feature-complete and available in browsers, browser vendors will continue to expand the HTML5 support they provide without waiting until HTML5 becomes an official recommendation (Candidate Recommendation predicted 2012).
Griffith University’s current web templates (generation 5 for applications, generation 6 for internet content) are written in XHTML 1.0 Strict (the latest at the time of development) – in 2009 the World Wide Web Consortium discontinued development in the XHTML stream by not renewing the XHTML working group's funding.  WCMS is currently investigating technology for generation 7 with the goal of moving the static web content to HTML5 and CSS3.
CSS3 is the next revision of Cascading Style Sheets (CSS).  CSS is the code that adds presentation logic over HTML in an accessible and standards compliant method.  CSS3 introduces new selectors (ways of targeting elements of a page) and new presentation methods.  CSS3 is already being implemented – to varying degrees – by major browser vendors http://findmebyip.com/litmus/.
Griffith University’s current style sheets are written using CSS2.1, with some CSS3 enhancements.
	HTML5 recommended reading: http://diveintohtml5.org/

CSS3 recommended reading: http://www.css3.com/ 
Why?
HTML5 and CSS3 is already being used in a number of well-known web sites, for example YouTube, Google and Twitter.  
CSS3’s new selectors and behaviours combined with HTML5’s new semantic elements result in an enhanced visual experience while also reducing bandwidth requirements and allowing a more engaging and interactive user interface. HTML5’s new semantic elements and the new embeddable elements (such as native Video and Audio players that do not require Flash) and CSS3’s greatly enhanced design capabilities will create a more mature application base for deployment.  Recommended examples of new capabilities are (best viewed in a variety of browsers to see the capabilities):
	http://hardboiledwebdesign.com/ - uses many new CSS3 capabilities
	http://www.anthonycalzadilla.com/css3-ATAT/ - pure CSS3 animated AT-AT walker
	http://miketaylr.com/pres/html5/forms2.html - encoded HTML5 form elements to see how they work per browser
	http://html5demos.com/ - includes many examples of the new HTML5 entities and capabilities.

For developers, HTML5 introduces many semantically self-descriptive elements, which comply with WAI guidelines for accessibility.  For example, new native form elements provide more ways to input data; such as in-built date selectors, numerical sliders, and editable content zones. Note that most of these are already implemented in mobile Safari, which provides an easier interface for iPads and iPhones (for example the “number” form control changes the iOS keyboard to a numerical input).
CSS3’s new selectors include arbitrary n-th child selection, which is very useful for automatically generated lists; transforms, which can be triggered by native HTML events such as hover (removing some JavaScript dependencies and thus freeing up resource bandwidth); and device-width media queries, which can be combined with specific column specifications to completely tailor a layout to device capability.  For example, iPads and iPhones, which feature orientation sensors, can restructure the visual flow of a layout without needing to reload or have JavaScript triggers.
How?
This proposal recommends that we create HTML5 and CSS3 application templates for deployment on the application development environments and then allow developers access to the new functionality that they provide. It furthermore recommends that we evaluate external providers of Software as a Service (SaaS) or software for internal hosting to determine their adaption of HTML5 and CSS3 to determine web maturity and commitment to the platform.
Recognising the browser usage patterns at Griffith University (see Appendix A), this proposal also recommends adopting a local copy of the JavaScript library “Modernizr.js” for inclusion in the template at a common location.  Modernizr evaluates browser support for HTML5 and provides CSS and JS level fallbacks, letting web applications provide their functionality to the end-users with a minimal but fully functional and accessible application interface.
In addition, the HTML5 standard was built to be fully backward compatible with previous HTML work, which means that older browsers see elements they do not recognise, but typically substitute in elements that they do understand.  For example a “date” type input is rendered as a “text” type input by browsers that do not support HTML5 forms – meaning the users can still use the application, just without the assistance a date type input provides.
Summary
Already, major web application vendors use HTML5 and CSS3 for their applications.  Griffith University’s current web templates use XHTML 1.0 that is a discontinued standard. Modernising our application templates will provide the following benefits:
	Immediately using a non-deprecated web technology.

Immediately start taking advantage of the latest semantic web improvements and Web Accessibility features for disabled access to resources.
Immediately start taking advantage of more enhanced web application controls for the user experience
Immediately start using third-party applications coded for HTML5 and CSS3 rather than relying on in-house application development.
Immediately start developing applications that are aware of emerging technology such as tablets with orientation and system-aware column layout
Commencing to increase in-house knowledge and applicable skills in the modern web environment.
Commencing to enhance in-house knowledge of user experience design to cater for future browser releases of HTML5 and CSS3 technology.
Continue to offer web applications to legacy browsers without hurting the user experience. 

Appendix A – Current browser use metrics at Griffith University
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Figure 1 - All browsers access to http://www.griffith.edu.au/ for Sep 28-Oct 28 2010
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Figure 2 - Internet Explorer access to http://www.griffith.edu.au/ for Sep 28 - Oct 28 2010
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